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Electronic medical records as well as administrative health databases are valuable sources of information 

representing previous experiences and knowledge of healthcare professionals, utilization of health 

services, health outcomes, quality of care, and patient satisfaction. These databases can be used for 

primary care research to evaluate the healthcare system and improve quality and decision making in 

healthcare.  In order to answer specific questions by researchers and/or physicians, subsets of records 

need to be retrieved from health databases: e.g., patients with particular disease conditions or specific 

care quality indicators. To provide fast access, various index attributes can be extracted from a database 

and metadata be constructed. The healthcare domain contains incomplete and ambiguous medical 

concepts and records, and complex semantic relationships exist among them. Also, various features of 

clinical cases can have different importance. Choosing an appropriate knowledge representation and 

designing an efficient similarity algorithm are two important issues in any retrieval system. Using key 

phrases for metadata ignores the relations between data elements (i.e., context). Also, tree structures 

can only express hierarchical relations between concepts. To obtain a richer semantic representation of 

clinical cases, complex relations among concepts should be considered. For example, explicating the 

cause, effect, or cure of coexisting diseases as a result of a medication given for the current disease could 

enhance a patient's case representation, as illustrated by aggravating Gastritis when prescribing Naproxen 

sodium. Also, the effect of a coexisting disease on risks and the process of healing the current disease 

could be represented using a relation, e.g., diabetes causes slow wound healing. In addition, a medication 

can be used for different diseases, and its (side-)effects might differ across patients. Therefore, 

representing results of tests and effects of medications could improve the expressiveness of the semantic 

representation of the clinical case. Our Attributed generalized trees (AGTs) are addressing these issues. 

AGTs are applicable in domains containing rich semantic/pragmatic information and complex relations 

between objects. Vertex labels and edge labels represent semantic information, while edge weights 

express the (percentage-)relative importance of attributes, i.e., pragmatic information; therefore, AGTs 

can represent the importance a user puts on each attribute. Edges of an AGT are unconstrained and also 

can loop back to earlier tree levels; AGTs can thus model more contextual information than trees. Our 

fuzzy AGT extension handles uncertainty by representing fuzzy attributes and membership degrees via 

edge labels and vertex labels, respectively. To retrieve specific records, an AGT similarity algorithm is used, 

which leads to more precise results by integrating the similarity of corresponding attributes with the 

structure similarity. It recursively traverses two AGTs top-down and computes the similarity bottom-up 

based on matching corresponding pairs of edge labels, edge weights, and vertex labels, while handling 

level-structured loops. To compare AGTs of different sizes, the effect of missing sub-structures on 

similarity is computed using a simplicity algorithm, which measures the simplicity based on the structural 

properties of an AGT, including its branch, position, and weight factors. 


